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Lema’s platform pushes 
better access to student services
Sara Wright
ML'SIANCi DAILY
/
PATRICK TRAUTFIELD m u s t a n g  d a il y
Long years of showing animals 
through Future Farmers of America 
and 4-H are not all that shaped Associ­
ated Student Inc. presidential candidate 
Melissa Lema’s work ethic and desire to 
be involved.
Lema,a dairy science junior with an 
agribusiness minor who plans to gradu­
ate in fall 2(K)9, has a wealth of expe­
rience with ASI. She has been on the 
Board of 1 )irectors for two years, serv­
ing as vice chair this year after spending 
her first year as an alternate for a mem­
ber studying abroad. She also serves as 
chair of the Budget Committee and 
vice chair of the Personnel Committee.
Additionally, Lema has been the 
chair of the C'ollege of Agriculture Stu­
dent Council, which brings clubs under 
the college together, and has been in­
volved in organizing activities since her 
freshman year. Lema is also active with 
Open House and is in training to be a 
WC')W leader for the upcoming school 
year.
“I love Cal Poly and it has always 
been a hope of mine to be active on 
campus,” Lema said. ‘‘I think having a 
hand in the school is a big part of mak­
ing your college experience.”
Lema said she’s “thought long and 
hard” about running for ASI president.
“I really want to work hard to know 
student wants and needs, and make ASI 
about the student,” she said.
“I love meeting students and hear­
ing what they have to say.”
She added that being a part of the 
Budget Committee was a good op­
portunity to see how to “make money 
work for (students).”
Access to student services is an issue 
that Lema particularly wants to address 
as president.
“If you’ve been there recently, you’d 
know that the Health O uter is a pretty 
rough place to be right now,” she said. 
She hopes to work with administrators 
to utilize student fees as efficiendy as 
possible, as well as find other ways to 
subsidize alternative sources of funding.
Lema also thinks that getting stu­
dents involved in legislation is a priority, 
mostly because of recent budget issues.
“I want a strong Lobby Corps up 
and running by September for students 
to voice their opinions and help alle­
viate problems in the student budget,” 
she said.
Also, Lema wants to improve trans­
portation and safety in San Luis Obispo 
by working with the city to increase 
ridership in high-impact areas, espe­
cially in the mornings, which would 
be helpful for community members 
driving through town as well. She also 
wants to bring the Sober Ride program 
to its full potential.
Regarding her competition, Lema 
said she has worked with both Angela 
Kramer and Arvand Sabetian in ASI.
“They are both amazing people and 
are hard workers,” she said. “But I’ve 
worked really hard for this and I feel 
like I can do a really good job.”
Supermileage car 
gets 2,752 MPG
Rachel Glas
MUSTANG DAILY
In the day and age in which car dealers exclaim 
over the efficiency of an automobile that gets 40 
miles per gallon, the Cal Poly Supermileage Team 
will sit back and laugh at their enthusiasm.
After all, the team just built a car that gets 2,752.3 
miles per gallon. No, that’s not a typo.
The number was good enough to win C'al Poly 
a silver medal at the 2(K)8 Shell Eco-Marathon 
Americas competition.
The competition, which pits university students 
from around the world in designing high-mileage 
cars, has been held annually since 2(K)7. The Cal 
Poly team won gold in 2(K)7 with a car that ran 
1,902.7 miles per gallon.
The 2(K)8 car, called the “Black Widow,” is the 
same 92-pound car fkmi 2(K)7, with improvements 
including a new top and hardware.
The club was started in 2(K)4 by a group of four 
engineering students.
I )avid Ulrich, a founding member and this year’s 
team manager, said the club gave students interested 
in cars something to do besides race or off-road 
them.
“The whole enei^  and gas situation in the US. 
is huge, so it just seemed appropriate to start a new
see Supermileage, page 2
Museum gets new fountain
Aaron Gaudette
MU.STANG DAILY
Children will be able to get a hands-on lesson 
in solar energy and radiation when visiting the San 
Luis Obispo Children’s Museum once it reopens, 
thanks to a giant solar-powered sunflower fountain 
that was the design of a Cal Poly senior project.
The sunflower, which adorns the Nipomo 
Street side of the museum, features a solar panel in 
the face of the flower and is connected to a nearby 
water fountain.
Children can rotate the flower to see how the 
fluctuating levels of sunlight affect the strength 
of the water coming out of the fountain, which 
shoots water anywhere from a few inches to a few 
feet high.
The solar-powered fountain began as the brain­
child of Cal Poly professor Louis Rosenberg and 
is the product of months of hard work from me­
chanical engineering alumnus Kyle Hayes, who 
designed the fountain as a senior project with fel­
low mechanical engineering alumni Rachel Santee 
and Steve Teran.
“1 pitched the basic idea to the Children’s Mu­
seum back in 2(M)6, and they liked it,” said Rosen- 
burg, an associate professor of educational tech­
nology with the College of Engineering and the 
College of Education. “The museum and I then 
pitched the idea to PG&E, who agreed to fund 
it. Thus the project was a three-way partnership 
between Cal Poly, the Children’s Museum and 
PG&E, who even sent out workmen and trucks to
\
BRYAN BEILKE m u s t a n g  d a il y  
Cal Poly alumni designed this solar-powered 
sunflower fountain as a senior project.
help erect it.”
Hayes, Santee and Teran finished the design in 
2(K)7, and Hayes was hired by the museum to keep 
working on the project and fine-tune the details in 
both the manufacturing and the construction.
“We got some support from some people in the 
machine shop at Poly, and we had most of the big­
ger pieces done by a heavy machinery shop up in 
Paso Robles,” said Hayes, who is currently finish­
ing his thesis for a graduate degree in biomedical
see Mu.seum, page 2
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Bush hits Congress for inaction 
on energy, housing legislation
a s s (k : ia t k i) p r k s s
President Bush speaks at a news conference Tuesday in the Rose Garden of the White House.
Jennifer Loven
^SS(K'1AI>,I) PRhSS
WASHlN(iT(')N — President Busli, hoping to 
inoculate his part\- and his presidential legacy from 
election-year anger over the ecoiu)iny, heaped criti­
cism on the 1 )emocratic-led C'ongress on Tuesd.iy for 
“letting the American people down.”
He said he’d consider a summer suspension of fed­
eral gasoline taxes. Out he oti'ered no new ideas for a 
range of economic worries now facing the country, 
from record gas prices and soaring food costs to rising 
inrtation, layotFs and home foreclosures, and a credit 
crunch that even has sparked fears of a college student 
loan squeeze.
He rejected a new economic stimulus package, 
saying the tax rebate checks that began going out this 
week from a $1G)8 billion economic aid plan adopted 
in Februars’ must first be given time to work. He also 
rejected bipartisan suggestions that the government 
stop filling the nation's Strategic Petroleum Reserve 
while oil costs so much, saying it involves such a tiny 
amount of supply that doing so wouldn’t push prices 
down.
Instead, the president tried to shift the focus to 
C^ongress, saying he long ago sent lawmakers propos.ils 
to deal with many of the nation’s economic problems, 
only to see them sit or be replaced with appmaches 
that he deems unacceptable.
“Many Americans are understandably anxious 
about issues atfecting their pocketbotik,’’ Oush said in 
a White House new's conference, held outdoors in an 
unseasonably cold and windy Rose GaRlen. “They’re 
looking to their elected leaders in C Aingress for action. 
Unfortunately, on many of these issues, all they’re get­
ting is delay.”
C'apitol Hill’s Democratic leaders said liush was to
blame for proposing policies that would worsen the 
problem, not help, and that it was their duty to reject 
them.
“His call this morning for Congress to act is disin­
genuous at best.” Senate Majoriti' Leader Harr\- Reid, 
1)-Nev..said of Oush. “Whether on energs’ policy, the 
housing crisis or our many other economic woes, this 
administration and its Republican ,illic*s in Congress 
offer nothing but the same failed ideas that got us into 
this mess in the first place.”
Oush’s new’s conference, only his second expanded 
question-and-answer session with reporters this year, 
appeared to be a pre-emptive measure of sorts, ,is it 
came a day before the release of statistics on the na­
tion’s gross domestic product for januars’ through 
March. The common definition of a recession is two 
consecutive quarters of declining G1 )P and many ex­
pect Wednesday’s report to provide the first official 
confirmation of a slide.
With bad news piling on bad news, the president’s 
march to the bully pulpit wasn’t just .about winning 
policy debates with lawmakers.
The economy is shaping up to be the defining is­
sue when voters go tt) the polls in November. Oush 
doesn’t want his (iCfP to be the punching bag that 
winds up on the losing end. In an Associated Or*ss- 
Ipsos poll this month, just 27 percent of the people 
questioned about Oush’s handling of the economy 
said they appRived — his worst showing ever in the 
survey.
The president on Tuesday bent over backward to 
demonstrate he understands how nuigh things aR‘.
FTe continued to R*sist fiilly embracing the term 
“R'cession” to describe the curRMit financial pictuR', 
but came closer than he has befoR*. He said the coun- 
tiy is in “difficult” straits five times, that it’s “tough” 
thRe times and even called the situation “sour.”
Fountain
continued from page I 
engineering.
“It’s not 100 percent complete yet, and 1 h,ive some modifications to make, 
but it’s been nice because I’ve been able to work on it as I’m getting my mas­
ter’s.”
1 he sunflower features a closed-loop system with the fountain, and the solai 
panels incorporate a series of fins that help to make the strength of the sun more 
apparent.
“The design is directional, very contingent on facing the sun,” Hayes said.
The ('hildren’s Museum, which is tentatively scheduled to open sometime 
this spring, will feature several other student exhibits overseen by Rosenberg.
“None of them are as big as the sunflower, but all should be great educational 
experiences for kids,” Rosenberg said. “The great thing about the sunHowei 
exhibit is that it helps kids learn about energy, one of the most important topics 
of our day.”
“It’s a visible, eye-catching approach to alternative energy,” H.iyes agreed.“We 
live in an interesting time, and kids will need to be able to get creative with what 
they can get energy' out of. It’s important to look at what’s available and practical, 
which isn’t just solar energy.”
While the solar-powered sunflower fountain is not yet fully complete, it can 
be seen at the corner of Nipomo and Monterey streets.
Supermileage
continued from page I
club and do something we were inter­
ested in that was pertinent to today,” he 
said.
The club is a member of the Society 
of Automotive tngineers and receives 
funding in the form of Individual Re­
tirement Accounts. It ,ilso receives mon­
ey through sponsors like Edwards Air 
Force Oase and Lewcott ( Airporation.
The Olack Widow is composed 
primarily of carbon fiber and lies very' 
low to the gmund in order to be moR 
aeRxlynamic. In fact, it’s so low that the 
driver must lie down on his or her back, 
feet forward, to fit into the car.
“The minimum weight Rquirement 
in the Shell competition for the driver 
of the vehicle is HO pounds. The closer 
you get to that the better,” Ulrich said. 
C’al Poly’s driver, club member Kevin 
Yang, is 125 pounds.
Obviously, this car is not meant for 
the Riad. WIkmi asked how designing 
a car unfit to drive on even the slow­
est highway will help the United Statens’
fuel consumption problems, Ulrich ex­
plained, “What we’re doing is looking 
at each part of the vehicle and trying 
to optimize It. (C'ar comp,inic*s) can’t 
use the components we use now. such 
as bike and go-cart parts, but we’ll have 
a better idea of what to look for when 
optimizing a road-ready vehicle.”
Though the team h,is made signifi­
cant pRigress in the p.ist few years, team 
member and mechanic.il engineering 
senior Thomas Heckel is pensive about 
the future. With all remaining original 
members graduating in June, Heckel can 
only hope new members keep the club 
alive.
“It takes a lot of time and energ\ 
to keep going,” he s.iid. “I hope people 
continue working on the car and devel­
oping it so we can continue to do well 
and have our school represented in these 
competitions.”
Next year’s team manager, mechani­
cal engineering sophomore Wei Kyi, 
hope's to do just that.
“I joined the ttMin two quarters ago 
and it’s been a gRat hands-on learning 
experience.” he said. “You learn a lot 
they'just don’t teach you in school.”
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CORRECTIONS
The Musuiig 1 ).iily stiff uke^ pride in 
piiblishing a diilv newspape'r for the C'al 
l\)ly campus ,ind the neiglilxiring coin- 
niuiiity.*We .ippRviate yxxir R-adership 
and aR thankfiil fix your caRtiil R,iding. 
OliMse send yxnir corRCtion suggestions 
to niusungdaily(a^gniail.coni.
• An article in Tuesday’s edition incor- 
Rctly stated that ASI presidenti.il can- 
dietite Angela Kramer is endorse'd by 
the Saielent Life and Leadership offices. 
The SLL offices never endorse- a can- 
dieiite, .IS the*y RpRsent and support all 
students. FTowe-vvr, many smdents who 
wxirk or vxilunteer in the offices do 
support Kramer, thouj^i their suppon 
is iixfiN’idu.il and elexsn’t RpR-sent SLL 
as a whole.
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Briefs
State
TIBURON (AP) — The
highest court of the Presbyterian 
C'hurch (U.S.A.) has found that a 
t^ilitornia minister did not violate 
denominational law when she ot- 
ficiateil at the weddings of two les­
bian couples.
the ruling announced Tuesday 
by the Louisville, Ky.-based court 
overturns a decision last year by a 
regional judicial committee that 
found the Rev. Jane Spahr guilty 
of misconduct and gave her a re­
buke — the lightest possible pun­
ishment.
• • •
INDIO (AP) — Organizers 
for the Coachella music festival 
announced Monday that the gi­
gantic blowup sw'ine, released into 
the night sky during Roger Waters’ 
headlining set Sunday, was still out 
there — and they want it back.
The festival is offering a $10,000 
reward plus four C'oachella tickets 
for life for the safe return of the 
pig, according to spokeswoman 
Marcee Rondan.
As tall as a two-story house and 
as wide as two school buses, the 
pig was led from lines held on the 
grcHind Sunday as Waters played a 
version of Pink Floyd’s “Pigs” from 
the 1077 anti-capitalist album “An­
imals.”Mien It just floated away.
National
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Soldiers who need special waivers 
to get into the Army because of 
bad behavior go AWOL more of­
ten and face more courts-martial. 
Ikit they also get promoted faster 
and re-enlist at a higher rate, ac­
cording to an internal military 
study obtained by The Associated 
Press.
7'he Army study late last year 
concluded that taking a chance on 
a well-screened applicant with a 
criminal, bad driving or drug re­
cord usually pays off. And both the 
Army and the Marines have been 
bringing in more recruits with 
blemished records. Still, senior 
leaders have called for additional 
studies to help determine the im­
pact of the waivers on the Army.
• • •
FLORENCE, S.C. (AP) —
Federal authorities say a South 
Carolina teen accused of plotting 
to blow up his high school told 
police that he wanted to die, go to 
heaven and kill Jesus.
A dark portrait of Ryan Schal- 
lenberger emerged Tuesday in a 
federal courtroom as prosecutors 
argued the teen needs a psycho­
logical evaluation.
An ATF agent says Schallen- 
berger told a sheriff about his wish 
to die after his arrest.
Concentration camp doctor 
heads list o f most wanted Nazis
David Rising
ASSOCIATKI) PRKSS
Karl hotter, a prisoner who worked in the hospital 
at Mauthausen concentration camp, had no trouble 
remembering the first time he watched SS doctor 
Aribert Heim kill a man.
It was 1941, and an 18-year-old Jew had been 
sent to the clinic with a foot inflainmation. Heim 
asked him about himself and why he was he so fit. 
The young man said he had been a soccer player and 
swimmer.
Then, instead of treating the prisoner’s foot, Heim 
anesthetized him, cut him open, castrated him, took 
apart one kidney and removed the second, hotter said. 
The victim’s head was removed and the flesh boiled 
off so that Heim could keep it on display.
“He needed the head because of its perfect teeth,” 
hotter, a non-Jewish political prisoner, recalled in 
testimony eight years later that was included in an 
Austrian warrant for Heim’s arrest uncovered by The 
Associated Press. “O f all the camp doctors in Mau­
thausen, Dr. Heim was the most horrible.”
But Heim managed to avoid prosecution, his 
American-held file in Germany mysteriously omit­
ting his time at Mauthausen, and today he is the 
most-wanted suspected Nazi war criminal on a list 
of hundreds who the Simon Wiesenthal Center esti­
mates are still free.
Heim would be 93 today and “we have good rea­
son to believe he is still alive,” said Efraim Zuroff, 
the Simon Wiesenthal CTmter’s top Nazi hunter. He 
spoke in a telephone interview from Jerusalem ahead 
of the center’s plans to release a most-wanted list 
Wednesday, and to open a media campaign in South 
America this summer highlighting the $48.3,000 re­
ward for Heim’s arrest posted by the center along
ASSOCIATED PRESS
This 1992 file photo shows convicted Nazi war 
criminal John Demjanjuk, a former camp guard, 
laughing at the start of an appeal hearing.
with Germany and Austria.
According to an advance copy of the list ob­
tained by the AP, the most wanted, after Heim, are: 
John Demjanjuk, fighting deportation from the U.S., 
which says he was a guard at several death and forced 
labor camps; Sandor Kepiro, a Hungarian accused of 
involvement in the wartime killings of than 1,000 ci­
vilians in Serbia; Milivoj Asner, a wartime Croatian 
police chief now living in Austria and suspected of 
an active role in deporting hundreds of Serbs, Jews, 
and Gypsies to their death; and Soeren Kam,a former 
member of the SS wanted by Denmark for the assas­
sination of a journalist in 1943. His extradition from 
Cîermany was blocked in 2007 by a Bavarian court 
that found insufficient evidence for murder charges.
The hunt for Heim has taken investigators from 
the (ierman state of Baden-Wuerttemberg all around 
the world.
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COMPANIES COMING ON WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30:
ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES. INC, (AMD)
AEROVIRONMENT INC,
ANDERSON BRULÉ ARCHITECTS 
ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES 
ANRITSU COMPANY 
APPLIED TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATES 
ASCENT MEDIA GROUP 
ATI ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS 
AVIS BUDGET GROUP 
BAE SYSTEMS 
BALBOA CAPITAL
BARON BROTHERS NURSERY, INC.
BOBRICK WASHROOM EQUIPMENT 
C,H, ROBINSON WORLDWIDE. INC. |
CLARK PACIFIC |
CONOCOPHILLIPS 1
CORNER BAKERY CAFE f
DEL MONTE FOODS i
DESIGNED METAL CONNECTIONS E
DRISCOLL’S STRAWBERRY ASSOCIATES, INC, *1 
DTL CORPORATION g
DUCOMMUN AEROSTRUCTURES f
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE 1
EMC ENGINEERS, INC, f
ENTERPRISE 1
ESYS .
FEDERATED INSURANCE J
FORT DEARBORN COMPANY *
GEI CONSULTANTS, INC.
GENERAL ATOMICS AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS,
GENERAL DYNAMICS 
GEORGE B. WOODCOCK & CO.
HENKELS & MCCOY, INC.
HILMAR CHEESE COMPANY 
HMC MARKETING 
ITT CORPORATION 
KIEWIT PACIFIC CO.
L-3 COMMUNICATIONS i
LANDSYSTEMS LANDSCAPES
LISI AEROSPACE ■.
MARS, INC. p.
MASS. ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY - I d USTRIAL 
MAXIM HEALTHCARE SERVICES ?
NEC ELECTRONICS AMERICA, INC j
NEWS AMERICA MARKETING 
NORTHROP GRUMMAN *
NSF INTERNATIONAL a  ^
ORACLE CORPORATION 
ORTHODYNE ELECTRONICS 
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY 
PENTAIR WATER POOL & SPA 
PROGRESSIVE INSURANCE 
RANTEC POWER SYSTEMS INC.
RAYTHEON COMPANY 
REC SOLAR
RELIANCE STANDARD LIFE INSURANCE 
RIVERBED TECHNOLOGY 
ROSS DRULIS CUSENBERY ARCHITECURE, I 
SAN FRANCISCO. CITY & COUNTY 
SANTA MARIA, CITY OF 
SERPA PACKAGING SOLUTIONS 
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY 
SHOPATRON, INC.
SIEMENS BUILDING TECHNOLOGIES. INC.
SOUTHERN WINE AND SPIRITS 
SPACE ENDEAVOUR CAMP / SIL, INC.
SRI INTERNATIONAL
STATE OF CALIFORNIA EMPLOYMENT DEVEIEPMENT DEPT. 
STRYKER ENDOSCOPY 
SUNPOWER CORPORATION 
SYNNEX CORPORATION 
TARGET DISTRIBUTION 
TAYLOR FARMS 
THOMSON HEALTHCARE
TRANSPORTATION AGENCY FOR MONTEREKOUNTY  
TRIAGE CONSULTING GROUP 
TRINCHERÒ FAMILY ESTATES 
UNUM
U.S. NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING SERVBE CENTER 
VALLEY FINE FOODS CO.. INC.
VALUECLICK, INC.
WEB ASSOCIATES 
WELLS FARGO FINANCIAL 
WESTERN DIGITAL CORR 
WET DESIGN 
XILINX, INC.
W e Á n e ^ s d a y  <& T h u r s d a y
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For the most up-to-date list 
and job descriptions, logon 
to my.calpoly.edu, click on 
Mustang Jobs and look 
under Events.
Division of Student Affairs
Cal Poly, Building 124 
805.756.2501
WWW. careerservices calpofy. edu
COMPANIES COMING ON THURSDAY, MAY 1:
ABERCROMBIE & FITCH 
ACCO ENGINEERED SYSTEMS 
ACORN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, INC. 
AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
AIR SYSTEMS INC 
AMERICAN GENERAL FINANCIAL SERVICES 
ANDREW & WILLIAMSON FRESH PRODUCE 
ANIMATICS CORPORATION 
AUTOMATION & ROBOTICS RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
BASTIAN MATERIAL HANDLING 
BAY AREA SMACNA 
BLACKBURN CONSULTING. INC. 
CALIFORNIAAIR RESOURCES BOARD 
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
CALIFORNIA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CALTRANS 
CLOROX COMPANY 
COMSTOCK JOHNSON ARCHITECTS, INC, 
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY HEALTH SERVICES DEPT 
CORN PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL
DEMANDTEC 
DENALI SOFTWARE. INC, 
DUTRA GROUP (THE) 
EXTRON ELECTRONICS 
FASTENAL COMPANY 
FLUOR CORPORATION 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
DRICH AEROSTRUCTURES GROUP 
GRANITE CONSTRUCTION, INC.
GROWERS EXPRESS 
HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS, INC. 
HARRIS & BRUNO INTERNATIONAL 
HAVOK.COM, INC.
HDR. INC. 
HELIX ELECTRIC 
HELLMUTH. OBATA + KASSABAUM 
HEXAGON TRANSPORTATION CONSULTANTS. LLC 
HUGHES NETWORK SYSTEMS 
J.R. SIMPLOT 
KAA DESIGN GROUP 
KENDALL-JACKSON WINE ESTATES 
KERN COUNTY WATER AGENCY 
KTGY GROUP. INC 
LINDQUIST LLP 
LM CONSULTANTS. INC 
MAXIM INTEGRATED PRODUCTS 
MCGINNIS CHEN ASSOCIATES, INC 
MENDOCINO REDWOOD COMPANY, LLC 
MICELI FINANCIAL PARTNERS, MASSMUTUAL 
NASA DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER 
NAVAIR WEAPONS DIVISION 
NXP SEMICONDUCTORS 
ORBITAL SCIENCES CORPORATION 
PACIFIC SCIENTIFIC ENERGETIC MATERIALS CO.
PARKER AEROSPACE 
PARKER HANNIFIN CORR 
PCL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES. INC.
PLANNING CENTER. THE 
PLANMEMBER FINANCIAL SERVICES CORR 
PRESTON PIPELINES. INC. 
RADAKOVICH & SHAW, LLP 
REAL SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 
RRM DESIGN GROUP 
SAN LUIS OBISPO. CITY OF 
SILICON VALLEY MICROELECTRONICS. INC. 
SANTA CRUZ BIOTECHNOLOGY, INC. 
SMITH. LANGE & PHILLIPS LLP 
SORRENTO LACTALIS, INC. 
SUGARCRM, INC. 
SUN-MAID GROWERS OF CALIFORNIA 
SUNRISE TELECOM. INC.
SYBASE, INC. 
TARGET STORES 
TELEDYNE TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
TERADYNE 
TESORO CORPORATION 
THE ENGINEERING ENTERPRISE 
THORBURN ASSOCIATES 
U S. ARMY HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONS 
U.S. DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION
U.S. POSTAL SERVICE 
VANIR CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, INC.
VECTOR ENGINEERING. INC. 
W. E. LYONS CONSTRUCTION CO.
WALGREENS 
WEBER METALS. INC. 
WESTERN DIGITAL 
WINE GARAGE
WINZLER & KELLY CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
WM BOLTHOUSE FARMS. INC.
WORLEYPARSONS 
YARDI SYSTEMS. INC. 
ZACKY FARMS
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International Briefs
\ M  . I I 1 11 N ,  Austria (Al*)  l;¡ ,m '.i-tiimsli
ii; M’ 1 i! 't III AiMii.ii'  I.iiniK ti'ri->n/ivl
i'\ ..ii'i ,i>li '. in> est .iiuJ mi[M isoiiiiii'iit iiu-t tor the first 
nme ,it -lime win-r. ps\ ■. liutri-.t. ,irc lu'l|'iiiie thein 
r. I o\ er. .uitliorities s.i k I 1i k ‘si1,i\.
I >et.iiK .)t the eniotiiui.il ^.ithenn^ emerged .is po 
h-e s.iui l ) \  A tests ee>iitirmed |oset 1 rit/I ts the hio 
le>;gu.il t.ither of his d.upghter's six ehildren.
I lie retired eleetru i.in eontessed Mond.is to im-  
piisonmg Ills d.iiiglitei Idis.ibeth tor 24 \e.irs m .i w.ir 
reii of soiindp'nHited eell.ir rooms. sexii.ilK .ihiising lier. 
t.itherine si-\ei) eliildren with lier .md dise.irdmg the
hod\ of ,m one, who died m mt.mev, m ,i turn.iee.
• • •
W E L L l N C i T O N ,  No w  Z eala nd  (Al>)  M i ­
rini- SI lentists m New /e.il.md on luesd.w were t l u w -
mg th.- - orps. of the i.neest stjuid e\,-r i.inplit to tr\ to 
imlo. h the SI rets oi one ■.>r the l u . n i  s niei.i imst. i i  
oils 1‘ie.ists.
N o  one h.is e\v i si en ,i h\ ine. pi.«w n . ..¡..ss.il ,i]nid 
111 its n.itiir.il deep oee.in h.ilnt.it. .iiid suentists hope 
their e\.,iiiiii,ition of the I .• »S'l-pound. 2(i-toot long 
eoloss.il si.|md. set to begin Wediiesd.w. will help deter­
mine how the iie.itures li\e. 1 he th.iw nig .md ex.imi-
n.ition lire beiiip bro.ide.ist h\v on the Internet.
• • •
KAllUL, Aijiliaiiistan (Al*) .A N.AU^spokes- 
ni.m s.iys .1 siiieuie .itt.iek in e.istern Atgh.inist.in h.ts 
killed I ,S loe.il people .md wounded 2.S.
■M.ij. .M.irim C>'|)onnell s.m.1 there were N.AIC^ 
troops 111 the .ire.i of the .itt.iek I iiesd.w but there were 
no .ilh.mee e.isu.ilties.
i - v . ( N . . f v . ¡k.» tv.
FREE CDs, iPods, Computers, Money and More!!!
That’s what burglars see when 
they look into your c a r ,
•  Lock your car doors, keep valuables 
out of sight, and keep your eyes
■ Neighbors looking out for neighbors 
IS the best vyay to catch thieves in 
the act!! ‘ ,i
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ááWhat's the most dangerous 
thing you've ever done?"
Cwimpilod and pliotog;raplR'd b\ Sara W n ^ l i t
“That’s legal?”
—  Rebecca Nuffer, 
biology sophomore
"Base jumping. It was 
just some random 
bridge in Arizona.”
—  Richard Baines, 
aerospace engineering 
sophomore
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"I once jumped off the pier 
in Pismo. I paddled out and 
made it to the breakers, but 
I got a cramp and got stuck 
out there. I had to ... get car­
ried back.”
—  Justin Hodges, 
political science senior
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VOICE
YOUR
CHOICE
FirxJ candidate statements, voter info and more at: Z J l
asi.calpoly.edu/elections ASI will be every student's connection to the ultimate college experience
eVote
Candidates Forum -U U  Plaza
April 29, 11 a.m.
Free Speech Hour
Meet the candidates and hear their platforms
Candidates Debate-UU Plaza
May 1,11 a.m.
Interactive candidate debate
iny.ciilpolv.i'd ii
$1.95 Small-Sake or Beer ^
,$3.9S LarjcHSake or Beer
S3.9S A choi<% of One Appetizer;
Mifrtlble-, Mixed-. Rsh*.Catomn T«r»pura. 
Gyoz*. Heart Attrk, Monkey 8aH 4
1 1 5 6 0  Lo s O sos Valley Rd 
San  Luis Obispo, C A  9 3 4 0 5  
8 0 5 .5 9 5 .1 5 0 0  
1 .8 7 7 .S U S H IY A  
w w w .sushiyarestaurant.net
The filing period for A S I elections has officially closed, if you are interested in being a write-in 
candidate and participating in cam paign activities, come to UU212 to register.
MUSTANGDAILy.NeT
l/ote in todays poll SudtiU itatothiiM ot
Take a tour of the newsroom
M u s t a n g  D a i l y Jarts arts editors
Popular films return to The Palm
Hayley Bramble
MUSTANG DAILY
I • *
For all you movie buffs out 
there, there is a new religious 
holiday: Palm Wednesday.
The new series at'^San Luis 
Obispo’s beloved Palm The­
atre begins today, and each 
subsequent Wednesday the lo­
cal theater will, have a special 
screening at 7 p.m.
Cameron Bowman, gener­
al manager o f The Palm, said 
he hopes titles like “Billabong 
Odyssey,” “The Big Lebowski,” 
“Amelie,” “Reservoir Dogs” 
and “Fear and Loathing in 
Las Vegas” will appeal to the 
younger student population.
“We want the students 
back,” he said.
Seniors are currently the 
theater’s biggest audience, and 
the theater sells the most tick­
ets for Saturday and Sunday af­
ternoon matinees, he said.
“I wanted to make some­
thing to reach out to more 
people,” he said.
Recently, the theater had 
great success.with “Juno” and 
“There Will Be Blood.” The 
Palm had the exclusive screen­
ing in town'and sold out every 
show o f “Juno.”
“I think that was kind o f  
a turning point for the the­
ater,” he said. “In the coming 
months, you’re going to see a 
lot o f strength coming out o f  
this theater.”
Bowman has been working 
in the industry for eight years 
and joined The Palm in Octo­
ber. He works both behind the 
scenes in the projection room 
and in crafting new promotions 
for The Palm, which gives him
P O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O C X 3 0 0 0
April 30 “Trainspotting”
IVlay 7 “Billabong Odyssey”
May 14 “Amelie”
May 21 “The Big Lebowski”
May 28 “Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas”
June 4 “Reservoir Dogs”
a chance to do what he does 
well on both levels, he said.
If the series proves success­
ful, Bowman said, they would 
like to continue it year-round, 
bump the special screening 
up to two nightly showings 
and introduce other series. 
Bowman said he is open to 
suggestions. i
“I’m not going to limit 
any requests. We have a 
chance to bring in a lot o f  
fantastic cinema,” he said.
The nearby Fremont The­
atre also screens older films 
with its SLO Rewind series. 
Bowman, however, is not 
worried about the competi­
tion. Palm Wednesday is dif­
ferent, he said, because it’s 
weekly, and the Fremont’s 
showings are ’80s big box 
office hits and cult classics.
Bowman said Palm Wednesday 
will feature movies that weren’t 
as popular in the theaters but 
gained a bigger following when 
they were released on DVD.
“Jim’s really on the cut­
ting edge, with these kinds of 
things,” Bowman said o f Jim 
Dee, owner, founder and op­
erator o f the theater. “Boom
or bust, he keeps (the theater)
. open and is extremely loyal to 
his clientele.”
.Bowman said he and Dee se­
lected the titles tq bring good 
ñlms back to the screen.
“I love movies,and I was 
so sick o f seeing movies like' 
‘Fool’s Gold,”’ he said, “Hol- 
. lywood’s so afraid to do any­
thing, but movies that I watch 
here are consistently fantastic.”
Admission will be regular 
price, which is’$7.50 for .gen­
eral admission. The series will 
show on screen one, which has 
124 seats.
The special screenings are 
listed through June, and other 
possibilities include “Donnie 
Darko,” “SLC Punk,” “Eternal 
Sunshine o f the Spotless Mind” 
and “Run Lola Run.” In the 
end. Bowman said the theater’s 
commitment is to good cin­
ema.
“Even if there áre bad mov­
ies all around town, there’s go­
ing to be a good movie at The 
Palm,” he said.
Not going to be 
on campus
tomorrow?
Read the Mustang Daily 
wherever you go.
mustangdaily.net
M u s t a n í  ;  1 ) a i l y
CORRECTIONS
1 he Musting I Xiily 
pruk* 1 1 1  piiblishinji a iliily lK•\\^ pa- 
}XT tor the ( 'al l*oly campus .ind the 
neighlsoniig eomimmits. We appm- 
eiate \’our aMilersliip .iiul aa* thank- 
tlil tor voiir e.ia'tiil asuling Mease 
st'ud your eorartioii suggestions to 
musuiigiliilyfi/ giiiaii.eoiti.
• I Ile main photo on page n ot 
Moiukiv's arts section was iiu orrei tly 
ulentitleil as being part ot tlie’X'his- 
mcArte. ,Y (.)ue!" art exhibit in tlie 
Kennedy I ibrary ( iallerx. Mie work 
uas actually created by Kate Na- 
k.iniura and is now showing in the 
Annual Juried Student b-xhibition in 
the Uni\ersit\ Art ( iailery.
• A word was omitted troiii Mon- 
d.iy's Ireiklasaurus article on re­
ligious trends in tlie paragraph 
beginning “ I lieii we hail billboards 
in September that s.iid ...” The sen­
tence should have read “ T hen we 
could have billlxiards in September 
s,iytng ...”
POLYPACK & THE INDUSTRIAI TECHNOLOG'i SOCIETY PRESENT;
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY FAIR!!!
D E X T E R  LAWN - MAY T '  & i ' '"  EROM 10-2
C O M E  WITEl A E R I E N D  A N I ; EXPLORE 
T H E  IN D U S T R IA L  T E C E I N O L O G Y  PROGRAM
• S T U D E N T  A N D  EA C U LTY PR O IEC T S  
. E M P L O Y M E N T  O P P O R T U N IT IES
. C O N V E R S A T IO N  W ITH C O M P A N Y  REPS
• DISCOVER O U R  IMPACT O N  INLTUSTRY
FREE E O O D  P R O V I D E D  B O T H  DAYS
B A N D - T H E  A R C H  DUKES - llAM THURSDAY
A N N U A E  E G G  D R O P  C O M P E T I T I O N  - I2PM THURS-FRI
• All. MAIORS WELCOME
• $600 IN PRIZES AWARDED! ,
• Co m p e t e  e o r  b r a g g i n g  r i g h t s
m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n  AT:
WWW.POLYPACKCALPOLY.EDU
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Saturday Night Live, Cal Poly style
Smile and  Nod, Cal Poly's 20-m em ber 
improv troupe, performs both short-form  
and long-form sets every Saturday night.
Rachel Glas
Ml SI \NCi DAIIY
F"or some, coincdv is somcthiiu' to in- 
dulgc in occasionally, s.iy. on rinirsday nights 
with episodes of “The Office” or when a 
favorite comedian comes into town. Out for 
the members of C^ al Poly’s Smile and Nod 
improv team, comedy is a way of life.
d'he club, formed ten years ago by Cal
Poly alunmus Mark Sitko, is comprised of 20 
members, all of whom devote their free time 
to practicing and performing. Although some 
students m.iy only know the group from its 
Week of Welcome performances, the club 
performs throughout the year, (iroup mem­
bers meet twice a week to practice, and per­
form two shows every Saturday night at the 
C'al Poly Blackbox Theatre Davidson
Music Building room 212).
Each show 
costs $5 for stu­
dents and com­
munity mem­
bers.
Smile and 
Nod members 
perform two 
styles of improv 
each week, and 
each perfor­
mance runs 90
minutes.
The first performance is done in short- 
form style, as seen on the now-canceled im­
prov show “Whose Line is it Anyway?” A 
group of seven to eight club members gath­
er on stage and perform two to five minute 
skits.The audience usually generates the skit 
ideas.
“There’s a lot of audience interaction 
during short-form improv. We are always 
talking to them, and sometimes an audience 
member volunteers to come on stage,” said 
Lee Barats, a mechanical engineering senior 
and team manager
The second type of improv the team per­
forms is called long-form improv. Accord­
ing to Barats, during long-form improv, the 
team takes a generalized suggestion from 
the audience, such as “a doctor’s office,” and 
performs a longer sketch based ofYthe idea.
The club dties more than just perform 
for Ckil Poly students, however. Recently, 
the group traveled tt) the University of 
Southern C^alifornia to participate in “Fra­
cas,” the only college improv festival in the 
country. Hundreds of improv teams gath­
ered together to attend improv workshops 
and performances and meet other college 
improv enthusiasts.
“ It’s like going to another school and 
meeting people from your same fraternity. 
We all have something in common,” Barats 
said.
The team also travels to Scotland every 
other year to participate in the Edinburgh 
Fringe Festival, the largest theatre event in 
the world. The team rents out a venue and 
performs its brand of improv every night to 
“drunk British people,” Lee said. All mon­
ey the group makes from Cal Poly perfor­
mances goes toward paying for this trip.
Barats, who went to Scotland in 2006 and 
plans to go again this summer said, “It was 
one of the greatest experiences of my life.”
So why do busy Cal Poly students aspire 
to take part in such a time-consuming orga­
nization? After studying the requisite 2.S-35 
hours, many find there isn’t a lot of time 
left over.
But it’s the people who keep them moti­
vated, theatre senior Duncan ('alladine said.
“Everyone in the club is so unique and 
awesome,” he said. “We’re so different — 
we are theatre nuijors to business m.ijors to 
engineering majors — that we’d probably 
never be friends otherwise. But thanks to 
Smile and Nod, we’re all so close.”
C'alladine currently lives with three other 
members from the team, including Barats.
Members also join to help further their 
future careers. Barats, whose lifetime goal is 
to be a cast member of the popular comedy 
show “Saturday Night Live,” said, “So many 
of SNL’s best members came from improv: 
Mike Myers, Cdiris Farley, Phil Hartman. ... 
It’s just a great experience and learning op­
portunity.”
C'alladine agrees.
“As someone who wants to go into the­
atre, it’s almost like being in a fraternity,” he 
said. “We have so many alumni living in Los 
Angeles or New York who w’ant to help us 
out.
For various reasons, both Barats and Calla- 
dine agree that joining Smile and Nod was one 
the best decisions they’ve made in college.
When asked what the team’s ultimate 
goal was, Calladine became pensive.“People 
think we’re just trying to go up on stage 
and tell jokes. But it’s more than that. It’s 
not only about trying to make the audience 
laugh; it’s about entertaining them.”
oStenner Glen
“Student living at its finest
www.stennerglen.com
r
S h o w h o w  much you love her this Mother’s Day!
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We are open: ,
M-TH 11 am-8pm *
FRI 1 lam-lOpm
^  SAT 10am-10pm ^
10% Student Discount sun 12am zpm
(805) 545-7687 | 940 Chorro St, San Ltiis Obispo, CA 93401 | www.redhotpottery.com
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BRYAN BEILKE MUSTANG DAILY
Student work in studio art, graphic design and photography is on display in the University Art Gallery until Saturday. The exhibits 85 pieces were selected from a pool of 223 entries 
by judges from San Francisco State University’s art department.
Hayley Bramble
MUSTANG IM IIY
I'ieces at the Annual Juried Student Exhibition in the University Art Gallery are hanging 
on the walls, suspended from the ceiling and even coming out of the floor. The exhibit is now 
open, showcasing student work in studio art, graphic design and photography.
Submissions were open to students in the art department or students who had 
taken a class in the art department w'ithin the last year. Fainting instructor I )aniel 
I )ove curated the exhibit.
Brittany McKinney, a journalism junior and art minor v\'ho helped hang the 
show, said the show doesn’t have one specific theme. “It’s more a culmination of 
everything the students have done in the past year and things that they’re most 
proud of,’’ she said. McKinney will be replacing Paradise Osorio as Student Gal­
lery Coordinator next school year after Osorio graduates.
“We had 223 entries and 85 got in. It was an incredibly competitive show,” 
she said.
Jurors Gale Dawson and Paul Cantanese, professors of San Francisco State Uni­
versity’s art department, awarded best in category and honorable mention titles 
to students in four different categories: 2D, 3D, graphic design and photography.
They looked for “work that engages the notion of risk with material, concept, 
technique, content or form, while carefully avoiding cliché; work that emerges from deep en­
gagement with the creative process, criticism and history,” according to their juror’s statement.
Best in category for photography went to Matthew Cìonzales for his “Norvus Licentia” 
photos, a series of five black and white photos that follow a man through daily activities: in 
the bathmom, praying, curled up in bed, at a desk with cup of coffee, and shooting hoops in a 
gymnasium. An ever-present eye/orb is incorporated into each of the shots.
The eye-like orbs, which hang suspended in each of the photographs, provide interesting visual 
appeal and bring unity to the photos, especially because they push the viewer to notice additional 
circular objects in the compositions: the roll of toilet paper in the bathroom, the chandeliers hang­
ing overhead in the church, the poster with global maps in the bedroom, the lampshade and coffee
cup on the desk and the hoop and the center court circles in the gymnasium.
Honorable mention for photography went to Isacc Suttell for an untitled digital photo. The pho­
to features a blonde bombshell in a blue velvet dress, posed in front of a geometric topiary garden.
Best in category for 21 ) went to Kyle Wilhelm, who had two large oil on canvas pieces in the show. 
“C'artography,” his winning piece, is à serene mix of greens and blues with contrasting textual.
Besfiri the 31) category went to Paradise Osorio, who used the floor to dis­
play her piece. The piece is a photo of her model in the ground under a plate of 
glass, her hand reaching up and touching the glass to give the impression that she 
is right there under the floor. The photo was the only surviving one of a three- 
piece art installation she did on California Boulevard near the Spanos Stadium 
earlier this year. Osorio said she noticed many students walk to and from campus 
with their heads down, and she wanted to give theni a new perspective. The 
mixed media piece in the gallery is surrounded with sand, giving her viewers a 
taste of what the real art installation looked like.
Emily Linkin received honorable mention for her cleverly struitured and serious 
3D piece,“Timeline,” which is suspended from the ceiling near the entrance of the 
gallery. The fabric sculpture features pieces of camouflage-printed pants and other 
dark and canvas-like'materials stuffed into an infinity-shaped symbol with the word 
“history” painted on it, repeated around the piece and painted to look like bl6od.
Jay Martinez won best in category for graphic design for a series of three posters called “Hu­
man Rights.” His three vertically hung p o ^ fs  composed with muted complimentary colors 
feature a chessboard, a Chinese finger trap and a set of matryoshka dolls. One poster declares, 
“No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.”
Honorable mention in graphic design went to Damon Chin for his “Personal Identity Sys­
tem,” a clean-lined and innovative letterhead and envelope stationary design.The letterhead has 
rounded corners and tlean, punchy colors.
The exhibit is open until Saturday.The University Art Gallery is located in the Dexter Build­
ing, room Î71 .The gallery’ is open 11 a,m. to 4 p.m.Tuesdays through Saturdays and 7 to'f) p.m. 
Wednesdays. - •
mustangdaily.net
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A supreme sam pling
f I'w artists, it any, inatt h tho coiKoptual intensity, experi­
mental mentality .md pop sensihilitv of Matmos. Its aesthetic 
is advaneed, one that transeends etnnpansons hut re­
mains aeeessihle and enjoy.ihly detached from 
Its conceptual iirigins, Matmos consists ot 
I )re\\ I ).miels and M.('. Schmidt, who 
.ire ongmallv from Berkeley .ind now 
reside in Ikiltimort. where Daniels is 
. 1 professor ot literature at hihns 1 lop 
kins Uiiiwrsity.
rile duo's past works have he 
concept-restrictive alhuins made fro 
s.impling found souiuls from a suit 
source or idea. In “A Cdiance to C'ut 
a C diaiice to ( uire," the artists, clothec 
1 1 1  surgical scrubs, took field record 
mgs during plastic surgery operations.
Ml sounds on the alhuiii are made up 
of these samples, which are cut, time- 
stretched, pitch-shifted and shuffled to make 
complex and rhythmic pop songs. Arguahly their 
iiiagnum opus was “ The Rose has Teeth in the Mouth
of the Beast.” Conceived as ten “audio portraits.” the songs 
are dedicated to g.iv and leshian individuals. “Iract for Valerie 
Solanas,” which is ahout the radical feminist w ho wrote the 
“S.CMJ..M. .Manifesto.” was rectirded using a preserved cow 
uterus and vagina hlown up with a reverse vacuum to he 
pl.iyed like a hag|sipe.
Matmos' latest pniject, “Supreme Balloon,” is a departure 
from past alhuins in that no microphones were used. Made up 
entirelv of old and new synthesizers, MAX patches, and oh-
^ 7»Usic
k c p r
scure efflects pedals and drum machines, the premise for the al- 
huni appears to he less restrictive than its other alhuins. 1 )espite 
the lack of recorded object sampling, all the tracks stay 
true to M.itmos' sound without coming across 
IS stagnant.
1 he second tr.ick,“ l’olychords,” starts 
out as a typical electropop song, hut 
as soon .IS you think you got it. the 
instruments begin tti take on uiita- 
niiliar shapes. Below the soniew h.rt 
straightforward rhythm bubbles a 
men.tcing pool ot sound, which 
occasionally overHtnvs into the 
foreground of the piece.
The instruments m “Exciter 
Lamp” take on percussive qualities 
reminiscent of early BBC! Radio- 
phonic experiments. Matmos’ finesse 
and athleticism make distinguishing the 
origins of each distinct sound difflcult as 
pitch morphs into timbre and hack again Huidly 
and etFortlessly. “Exciter Lamp” serves as an initial climax to 
record hut is iitivvhere near the end.
The title track is the endurance track, hut could not he 
any more pleasurable. At 24 minutes, this psych-prog marathon 
gracefully balances out the sporadic and squelchy composition 
of the albums’ first half. In this track, the colorful synthesizers 
finally get a chance to breathe and show off their full ni.ij- 
esty. Finally the crescendo heightens and the album finishes otf 
w ith a down-tempo, cool-dow n track.
“Supreme Balloon” may he conceptually less dense than
COURIKSY I 'l lO lO
“Supreme Balloon,” the newest project from Baltimore- 
based Matmos, marks a departure from the duos previ­
ous conceptually dense albums, since they place a heavier 
emphasis on old and new synthesizers, MAX patches, and 
obscure effects pedals and drum machines.
Matmos' previous works in that it lacks a strong contextual 
narrative, hut in no way is this detrimental. In fact, “Supreme 
Balloon” and the duo’s earlier albums lay in perfect symmetry.
Matmos treats the synthesizers just as they would any object, 
file instruments are never used as an end themselves; Matmos 
uses synth recordings as a starting point before deconstructing 
and rebuilding. If anything, “Supreme Balloon” is nuire con­
ceptually restrictive in that no microphones were used, a real 
challenge for a music group so comfortable in its medium.
Supreme Balloon conies out May 6 on Matador Records.
I\wl (.'itiiihoii is tin iinhitcctnrc junior and music director for KCI*R, 
San / nis Ohispo, 9 l.d I'M. He's also completely fidl of it.
LOW TO NO COST
BIRTH CONTROL
IF ELIGIBLE
STI screening and treatment 
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The UUAB Chair is a  m em b er o f the A S I O fficer T eam . The position Is open to  
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Girls & Sports by Justin Boms and Andrew Feinstein
K  a l l  RlfiHT, fiiUYS.
I ’M OFF TO STEAL 
THE OLYnPIC TORCH 
TO PROTEST BASEBALL'S 
EXCLUSION FROM THE 
2012 fiAMES A
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YOU «OTTA WAIT 
YOUR TURN, PAL
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A cross
1 and cheese  
(lunch dish)
4 Parasite s need 
8 Too sentimental 
13 Sporty Carnato
15 Cheese town
16 I R.S, option
17 Wife of Jacob
18 It’s handed down
19 1974 pardon 
recipient
20 Desktop 
publisher s need
23 Regards highly
24 Wild cat
28  Baseball rarity
29  Hawkeyo's home
31 Acapulco gold
32 Compar>y with a 
spokesduck
35 It may be upped
36 Fifth qtrs.. so to 
speak
37 Comm uter's woe
41 Turkish V I P
42 Logical start'?
43  Fountain spot, 
maybe
44 Except
45 Did a glissade
46 Tasman
47 Bagel choice
49  Like Ducham p’s 
“Mona Lisa"
53 Del Leppard, tor 
one
56 Deceptive talker
59 Fair-hiring org
60  “At Last” singer 
Jam es
61 Really bothered
62 Tracking ability
63  Fishing boat
64 Chocolatier’s 
gear
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65 Rivei of 
Flanders
66  Super 
(gam e system)
Down
1 Bornos 
(card game
2 Precincts
3 Take it easy
4 ’S O  S ’"
5 Signs ot decay
6 Bollywood 
costume
7 Som e feds
8 Tutor of Nero
9 Full of ardor
10 Flicks
11 Mahmoud  
Abbas’s org.
12 Nikkei currency
14 Spotted
speedster
21 Clinton’s first 
secretary of 
labor
22  Word with fire or 
water
25  Bath sponge
26  Baseball's Big 
Papi
27 “V issi d arte” 
opera
29  W ay to indicate 
mistakes
30 "Beetle Bailey 
dog
32 Most Ai Jazeera  
viewers
u
‘i
1b
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48 b2
PuzH* by Gary Whitehead
33 Bach offering
34 Aspiring attys 
exams
35 Q 7 maker
38 Crude carrier
39  More or less 
vertical, at sea
40  Tow truck type 
45 Common sense
46 G am e with a 
team  of f 1
48 On the horizon
49 The Cratchits’ 
Christmas dinner
50 Stationery brand
5 1  ________ nous
52 Critical times
54 Turn down
55 Model T 
contemporaries
56 W hat 20-. 37- 
and 53-Across 
may do
57 "Am _  ^ believe
58 M .p.h.. e g.
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Robertson
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p h o to g r a p h e r s  B; van Beilke, 
Nick Camacho, Ryan Polei. Benjamin 
Rozak. G ieg Smith 
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a d  d e s ig n e rs  Laura Jew, Kelly 
McCay. Sara Rudy, Andrew Santos- 
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a d v e r t is in g  r e p r e s e n t a t iv e s  
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write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the nght 
to edit letters for gramm ar profanities 
and length. Letters, commentanes and 
cartoons do not represent the views of 
the Mustang Daily. Please limit length to 
250 words. Letters should include the 
writer's full name, phone number major 
and class standing. Letters must come 
from a Cal Pbly e-mail account D o  not 
send letters as an attachment Please 
send the text in the body o f the e-mail. 
B y  e -m a il:
mustangdaityopinions@gmail.com 
B y  m a il:
Letters to the Editor 
Building 26, Room  226 
a t  Pbly, S L O ,C A  93407
corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde in 
publishing a daily newspaper for the Cal 
Poly campus and the neighbonng com ­
munity W e  appreciate your readership 
and are thankful for your careful reading. 
Please send your correction suggestions 
to  m u s ta n g d a lly @ g m a il.c o m .
notices
The Mustang Daily is a "designated 
public forum." Student editors have full 
authority to make all content decisions 
without censorship o r advance ap­
proval.
The Mustang Daily is a free newspa­
per; however the removal o f m ore than 
one copy o f the paper per day is sub­
ject to  a cost of 50 cents per issue.
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TIM BRINTON n k w s a r i
Way back in DcctMiibcr, the 
status of the ILepuhlicaii primary 
was about as clear as the status 
of today’s Democratic primary, a 
primary that continues to lurch 
along like a stream of stagnant 
creek water.
It was different and interesting 
watching the candidates duke it 
out at the debates, heeanse for the 
most part they tried to see who 
could end up the farthest right 
on each issue, as opposed to the
Democrats who usually have to spinelessly shoot for the 
center. There was something eerily foreshadowing about 
these fiercely contested “ 1 hate illegal aliens more than 
you" debate questions and their ilk.
It was hard to tell hack then, hut it was these same 
questions from these same debates that would epitomize 
the true discord in the Kepuhlican party and ultimately 
open the door for an improhahle eoniehaek.
Enter john Sidney McCLiin, some hokey poll-tested 
phrase about “(iod’s children,” and the dusting-off of the 
Cieorge W. Ikish playhook of three simple rules:
1. I’aiider to the right,
2. Answer to the rich,
3. Always promise to he moderate.
The Kepuhlican front-runners heeame so caught up 
m the first two rules that they forgot about the third 
(much to their demise), and so the story unfolded ... the 
collective hare tripped over the tortoise in the race to the 
nomination.
Some say McCain was simply lucky to he m a pool of 
weak candidates, which is true to a certain degree. When 
registered Republicans were surveyed during early pri­
mary season, they consistently said they were unhappy 
with their field of candidates, according to the Washing­
ton Post. But it took more than that to end up on top.
It took about two and a half decades of carefully craft­
ing the maverick image, successfully cultivating political 
capital on the idea that McCain s “down-to-earth,”“free- 
thinking,” “an open-minded moderate,” “experienced,” 
“straight-talking,” “a good ole GOPer.”
A lot of Republicans look to this maverick image for 
mental sustenance in the dried-up desert of Republican 
optimism, hoping for a hero to hoist their loyal party out 
of the quicksand it had unfortunately been led to by the 
likes of George W. Bush and Dick Cheney.
And they should be saved. Do not doubt me when I 
say I want a Republican party virile in its true conserva-
blueprint
tive ideals, and not infected with 
the disease that is neo-conserva- 
tism. Just as competition is nec­
essary to maintain a healthy mar­
ketplace. competition is necessary 
to maintain a healthy marketplace 
of ideas.
C'onsequently, it is with ab­
solutely no personal satisfaction 
that I must say joliii McCLmi the 
politician is not their savior, and 
has proven himself to be no more 
than a double-talking, short-tem­
pered, empty vessel of a man who used to have the guts 
to follow his own convictions hut abandoned them on 
his long journey to the Republican nomination.
In all honesty, John McC'ain’s “Straight-Talk” is about 
as straight as Boy Cieorge.
For instance, he claims he will run a respectful cam­
paign, hut then says things like “ I think it’s very clear 
who Hamas wants to he the next president of the United 
States ... If Sen. Cjhania is favored by Hamas, I think 
people can make judgments accordingly.”
For instance, he liammers Barack Obama about liis 
ex-pastor’s controversial remarks after actively seeking an 
endorsement from ICev.Jolin Hagee, whose own contro­
versial remarks range from (hut are not limited to) com­
paring the CLitholic Ciliurch to Adolf Hitler’s Nazi re­
gime or insinuating that the death and destruction caused 
by Hurricane Katrina was justified as a punishment from 
Ciod to the people of New Orleans who were “living in 
sin." •
For instance, he says, “The American people were led 
to believe that this (Iraq war) would be some kind of day 
at the beach, which many of us fully understood from the 
beginnwig would be a very, very difficult undertaking,” 
but years before he said “the success will be fairly easy” 
and “ I believe that we can win an overwhelming victory 
in a very short period of time.”
If the hypothetical “Maverick McC'ain” wasn’t so hy­
pothetical, he would chart a new course and try to clean 
up the mess his party has made over the past eight years, 
if for nothing more than to repair its reputation. Unfor­
tunately for Republicans, and ultimately all Americans. 
McCain has shamelessly espoused himself to the posi­
tions of the Bush administration and has demonstrated 
with his mouth that he is more of a myth than a man, let 
alone a maverick.
And that’s straight-talk.
Jake McGowan is a political science sophomore and a liberal 
columnist for the Mustan^  ^Daily.
“John M cC ain  ... has proven him self to be no more than a double-talk­
ing, short-tempered, em pty vessel o f a m an who used to have the guts to 
fo llow  his own convictions but abandoned them on his long journey to
the Republican nom ination."
Wednesday, April 30, 2008
www.mustangdaily.net
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Thank you Rev. W right
Everyone said that the Democratic race 
was going to be about race and gender. Just 
this past week in the Pennsylvania primary, 
90 percent of black voters voted for Barack 
Obama and 59 percent of women voted for 
Hillary Rodham Clinton. However, for the 
most part, the race and gender issue has been 
somew hat of an elephant (or donkey) in the 
room. The general population seems to be 
talking about it but it hasn’t been brought 
front and center with the media — until 
now. In the past week, race has been talked 
about more on every news channel and it’s 
not doing the Democrats an ounce of good. 
The Republican party has only one man to 
thank for this: Rev. Jeremiah Wright Jr.
Rev. Wright, for those of you who haven’t 
heard, used to be Obama’s pastor. Obama 
was a part of W right’s church, the Trinity 
United Church of Christ in Chicago, for 
about 20 years. Wright married Obama and 
his wife and baptized both of their children. 
Obama drew the title of his book 
“The Audacity of Hope” from 
one of W right’s sermons and 
included the reverend as a part 
of his African-American Re­
ligious Leadership Commit­
tee up until March of this 
year. Despite this, Obama’s
'The Right Way"
by members of th«Colle9e Republicans^
advisers knew that 
the racially divid­
ing content of 
W right’s sermons 
had the potential 
to blow up in their 
faces and, despite 
all efforts to dis­
tance themselves, 
now it has.
W right’s most 
well-known quotes 
include the anti- 
American “(iod
bless America ... No! ... God Damn America 
... for killing innocent people ... for treating 
her citizens as less than human” and refer­
ring to the U.S.A. as the “U.S. of K.K.K ” 
Wright has also made clear that he believes 
the “government lied about inventing the 
HIV virus as a means of genocide against 
people of color.” Wright also said America 
brought the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks onto 
itself. 1 can’t imagine why Obama 
wouldn’t want such a stellar indi­
vidual on his campaign.
Obama first attempted to dis­
tance himself from Wright 
on Feb. 9, 2007. Wright had 
been asked to make a
speech before
Obama’s an­
nouncement that 
he would run for 
the nomination but 
was uninvited the 
night before. Ap­
parently Obama’s 
advisers had con­
vinced him it was 
best to not bring 
his close relation­
ship with Wright 
into such a public 
arena, especially due to how' much negativ­
ity it was beginning to stir up in the press. 
Not only were conservative talk shows and 
bloggers all abuzz, but Tucker Carlson of 
MSNBC was calling Wright and his church 
“racially exclusive” and “wrong.”
After the revoked invitation and Wright’s 
appointment to the leadership commit­
tee, where he was out of the public eye, 
everything calmed down for awhile. The 
Wright issue wasn’t getting much press and 
people forgot about it. Then came March 
of this year when videos were released of 
Wright’s indammatory remarks (1 think you 
can thank the Clinton camp for this one). 
Obama’s relationship with the pastor was 
once again criticized by not only conser­
vatives, but largely Sen. Clinton. Obama, 1 
have to say, did a very good job attempting 
to put this issue to rest with his “A More 
Perfect Union” speech. He strongly con­
demned W right’s comments and spoke of 
how they led to divisiveness. This probably 
would have worked and possibly saved the 
day for the campaign except for one thing:
Wright won’t SHUT UP. These last few 
days he’s been on a public relations tour, ap­
pearing in an interview with Bill Moyers, 
giving a keynote address at a NAACP event 
and holding a press conference.
In his press conference he restated Amer­
ica is to be blamed for Sept. 11, 2001 and 
said any attacks on him are attacks on the 
black church (obviously because they’re one 
and the same). Wright has continued to hurt 
Obama’s campaign and his chances for win­
ning in November. If Obama gets the Demo­
cratic nomination you can bet that this won’t 
go away.Though conspiracy theorists believe 
that Clinton is behind a lot of the negative 
Obama press so that he will lose in Novem­
ber and thus help her get the nomination 
in 2012, this issue won’t disappear after the 
convention. Even if McCain doesn’t use this 
against Obama, and given his condemnation 
of North Carolina’s mud-slinging ads regard­
ing the subject 1 don’t think he will, the press 
isn’t going to forget about it.
The question is no longer if Obama 
knew about W right’s beliefs and whether he 
agreed with him while sitting in a pulpit in 
that church for 20 years (he did).The ques­
tion is now how much damage Wright can 
indict through his disregard for what he is 
costing Obama’s campaign while promoting 
his own personal agenda. As this negative 
press continues, it seems Wright is the one 
person who can put a smudge on Obama’s 
character and could be the Achilles’ heel 
of the entire campaign, costing Obama the 
presidency in November.
Iciiiiiji r Giliium’ i.s' <i mii rohioloi^ Y .'nn<>r (i»</ 
ii lonscri'iUii’c coltimiiiit for tin’ Mnsttiin; Ddily.
Rev. Jeremiah Wright Jr., the former pastor of Democratic presidential hopeful Sen. Barack 
Obama, speaks at the Detroit NAACT’s 53rd annual Fight for Freedom Fund Dinner Sunday.
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Stop  stirr in g  the pot
It’s people like you that add 
fuel to the whole racism debate. 
Wow, she called her ghetto and 
that was racist. A ghetto is a 
densely populated area m an inner 
city. 1 believe that not only black 
people live in the ghetto, but 
other minorities and even white 
people! I guess us white people 
can’t say anything anymore. I’m 
sure Kim meant that Brianna 
doesn’t need to be so obnoxious.
It’s people like you, the media, 
our laws/court system and the 
ethnic studies departments all up 
in arms over stuff like this that 
stirs the whole “racism is still 
strong in America” pot. If you 
even bothered to read the New 
Times article, you would have 
realized that white racism m SLC3 
is few and far between, with no 
signs of real activity or any re­
sponses from the writer responsi­
ble for the article. And the liberal 
media and education system can’t 
wait to tell you how racist white 
people can be.
1 agree radical changes must 
take place. First, we could stop 
focusing so much on civil rights 
and past American injustices in 
our history books and discuss the 
better things about our country. 
That would help us all get on 
the same level. As for any of you
who waste your time watching 
MTV or any other of this pop 
culture bullshit, you should be 
ashamed of yourselves. Make your 
own decisions and be your own 
person. Don’t be followers, ’cause 
1 believe we’re all leaders at Cal 
Poly.
Wade Flamilton
-dij systems nuwducim’itt senior
You have the “ r ig h t” to ...
If you listen to the rhetoric 
of any of the three presidential 
hopefuls, you’ll undoubtedly 
hear the word “right” used sev­
eral times. All of the candidates 
(Obama and Cdinton in particu­
lar) maintain that you have the 
“right” to affordable housing, 
the “right” to free health care, to 
“good-paying” jobs, to a comfort­
able retirement, etc. and that it is 
the government’s job to provide 
these rights.
Despite there being no men­
tion of any of the above “rights” 
in the U.S. Constitution, these 
politicians insist that these 
“rights” must be provided by 
the government because it is the 
morally right thing to do. But the 
government can only give that 
which it takes from others. So this 
invites the question, from whom 
should the government take to 
pay for these “rights”? How is 
anyone justified if their “right” 
to something deprives another 
of life, liberty or property? If I 
am hungry do 1 have the right 
to your dinner? If 1 did not save
for my retirement do I have the 
right to pilfer your nest egg? If 1 
cannot pay for my health care ser­
vices do I have the right to send 
you my bill?
Half of taxpayers only con­
tribute 3 percent to the total tax 
revenue. Why can’t we expect 
them to contribute more? Or pay 
more? It seems sensible to expect 
those who live off taxation to at 
least contribute in proportion to 
what they demand.
Or how about we take the 
Declaration of Independence 
seriously and realize that we have 
the rights to “life, liberty, and the 
pursuit of happiness” and not the 
right to have someone else pay 
for It.
Richard Bailey
Hiumce senior
P oin t m isu n d ersto o d  on  
C hristian fu n d am en ta list
I am not sure my point was 
understood.The entire letter 
response by Eric was pointing out 
that the student did exactly what 
the visitor did. However, that is 
the problem: the student is a stu­
dent at a “prestigious” university 
who had been screened by Cal 
Poly admissions.
My point was not that the 
student did something worse than 
the visitor, but rather the student’s 
actions should be judged on a 
harsher scale because they are 
supposedly more educated. Eric 
says the student was responding; 
however, that is the equivalent
to s.iying“He did it first!” The 
student did exactly what the visi­
tor was doing, says Eric; however, 
that is the equivalent to justifying 
an older brother of 18 years old 
who throws a butter knife back 
at his 5-year-old brother because 
“he did exactly what the other 
brother did.” Does not anybody 
see that though the actions were 
the same, the judgment should be 
harsher on the educated? Thank 
you Cal Poly for letting me into a 
fine university such as this where 
“he did it first” counts as a justi­
fication.
Abel Barba
Philosophy jutiior
A ppalled  by correction
I’d just like to simply s.iy that 
I am absolutely APPALLED 
that the Daily would make such 
a HUGE mistake on such a 
big issue on campus right now. 
Reporting loud and proud that 
President Baker refused to sign 
the Climate Neutrality Pledge 
three times when this was false is 
absolutely wrong!
As you stated in the, mind you, 
tiny note about the correction, he 
merely g.ive no definitive answer 
and this is only the first time he 
has been approached about this 
pledge. (This is all assuming of 
course that you didn’t pull those 
facts out of thin air as well ...) 
Granted, papers make mistakes 
sometimes, but surely you could 
have researched this a bit and not 
made such a BLATANT mistake
that destroys the already dwin­
dling reputation of our president. 
While I still think that it doesn’t 
seem to be the right choice that 
President Baker is making at this 
time, I think that the Mustang 
Daily should really rethink its 
reporting techniques if the only 
way to get its point across is to lie 
about the facts.
Hopefully you’ll take this letter 
as constructive criticism and that 
your reporters will start to strive 
for quality and honesty in their 
reporting.
With optimistic anticipation,
Marcel Stieber
Mechanical etmineerint; freshniatt
P D H O R ’S XOThirrite ori)(inal 
article titled “liaker declines to si^n 
commitment attain ” was correct in 
saying that President Baker declined 
to sitjii the Presidents Climate Com­
mitment for a third time, as he did 
not si(in it when he was asked hy tht 
Empower Poly Coalition on April 
IS. The mistake on the Daily’s pa 
was that the article reported that 
this was the third request made hy
the coalition when it was in 
first; the two other previous 
came from other orc;ani::ai 
thoui^h Baker did not <i 
and has expressed severa 
about the pledy^ e, he ay 
not completely ruled or 
the future.
Once airain, the .\h 
apologizes for the mi' > 
confusion that was . 
readers.
I th
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Celtics stumble at 
just the worst time
Tim Dahiberg
n.uKi Stern wav emirtside m At­
lanta, taking in the game and making 
Mire no one was Hashing anv signs not 
otHeially approved by the NBA.
Stern did liis job well because 
there w.isn't a gangsta nioinent all 
night, unless you count the mugging 
Joe Johnson and the 1 law ks gave the 
Boston CCeltics in the fourth ejuarter 
of a senes that by all accounts was 
supposed to be over by now.
Depending on whose side you’re 
on, the fact that it’s not either says 
something about the unpredictability 
of a league where anything can hap­
pen or the silliness of having a team 
that coukln’t come close to winning 
half its games in the regular season 
even being allowed into the playolls 
.igainst the team with the best record 
m the NBA.
Sure, the Celtics will likely prevail 
by the time it is all over, if only be­
cause home-court advantage means 
so much and two of the final three 
games will be played in Boston. The 
Hawks vuin only 12 games on the 
road during the regular season, so 
their chances of stealing one in the 
playorts aren't all that good, even with
the momentum on their Mile.
Still, the worst team m the pkiyotls 
is gning Boston fits, which outside 
ot .Atlanta is a huge bu// killer tor a 
postse.ison that so far hasn’t lixed up 
to the lofty expectations that most ev- 
erxone had coming in.
“B.isketball is a strange thing,” 
Boston’s Sam Ckissell said. “Strange 
things happen.”
Strange things do happen, but 
usually the great teams find a way to 
overcome them. Kobe Bryant and 
the Lakers must have thought it was 
strange that the Denver Nuggets ac­
tually came to play after rolling over 
in the second half of their game a 
few nights earlier, but that didn’t stop 
Los Angeles from completing an easy 
four-game sweep.
While the (Tdtics are struggling 
with a team that wouldn’t have sniffed 
the playoHs had it been in the West, the 
Lakers dominated a team that won 50 
games in the regular season and had 
a pair of superstars in C'arnielo An­
thony and Allen Iverson. In doing so, 
they put to rest the theory that any 
pl.iyoff team in the Western C'onfer- 
ence could beat any other team.
That’s largely because the Lakers 
have Bryant, who will likely finally 
win the MVB award this year that has 
always somehow eluded him. Bry­
ant finally has a big man to complete
him once again, but it was he, not Ban 
Cl.isol, who took oxer at the end of 
the game to m.ike sure the Nuggets 
didn’t steal one.
“He just exploded at the end of 
the game,” Anthonv said. “It’s some- 
thing he alxv.iys does.”
Bryant and the Lakers looked 
just like xx'hat they xxere supposed to 
be — the No. 1 team in the confer­
ence and the fax’orite to still be stand­
ing xvhen the playoHs mercifully end 
many xveeks from now. They took 
care of business xvith cool efficiency, 
and xvill now be able to go home and 
spend some time resting up for either 
Utah or Houston.
The CT'ltics won’t have that luxu­
ry; They have at least two more games 
against the loxvly Haxvks, games they 
should never have had to play, and 
have accomplished nothing so tar 
other than to make a long season 
even longer.
They may still emerge from the 
East to play in the finals, but it no 
longer seems the certainty it did after 
the Celtics finished the regular season 
with a league-leading 66 wins. While 
Bryant can carry his team seemingly 
xvhenever needed, Kevin (iarnett 
made it past the first round of the 
playofts only once in eight attempts 
xvith Minnesota.
Carnett, of course, never had the
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Boston Celtics coach Doc Rivers reacts to a call as Celtics forward Paul 
Pierce, right, heads to the bench Monday in Adanta. The Celtics lost 97-92.
supporting cast he noxv has xvith 
Paul Pierce and Kay Allen, but teams 
of destiny don’t lose one first round 
game to the likes of the Haxvks, much 
less two in a roxv.
“We’ve got to find us real quick,” 
C'assell said. “We’ve got to find our 
team identity, our team chemistry, 
we’ve got to find all that real quick.”
Boston coach Doc Rivers didn’t 
seem all that xvorried about his team’s 
ability to recover its swagger. Some­
one noted that the Red So.x had lost 
five in a row and wondered what 
Rivers xvould tell people who might 
be thinking ofjuniping off a bridge in 
despair over the twin losing streaks.
“Don’t jump,” Rivers said, chuck­
ling.
Good advice, because the Celt­
ics will be back home tonight and
should again look like the team that 
xvon the first two games of the series 
by an average of 21 points. They’re so 
talented that Vegas oddsmakers had 
them a nine-point favorite on the 
road against Atlanta, and a bloxvout 
wouldn’t be surprising.
The Celtics are still likely to run 
the table and hold up their part of the 
bargain for the dream matchup in the 
finals against the Lakers that xvould 
send television ratings through the 
roof Their ill-timed stumble aside, 
they’re still by far the best team in the 
East.
But so far they’re making it a 
lot harder on themselves than they 
should.
I'im Dalilheri’ is a natiomi sports cohmi- 
nist for '¡he Associated Ih^ ess.
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M i
Robyn Kontra, Senior 
Valencia, CA
 ^ Eric Massinghani, junior 
Benicia, CA
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Former Poly star 
carries shutout into 
seventh, gets win
ASSOCIATED PRESS
Baltimore Orioles pitcher Garrett Olson throws during the first 
inning of Baltimore’s 7-4 win over the Tampa Bay Rays on Tues­
day night in Baltimore. Olson (1-0), who pitched at Cal Poly from 
2003 to 2005, took a shutout into the seventh inning. He retired 
the first seven batters he faced, and gave up two runs and four hits 
in 6 2/3 innings, walking five and striking out six.
Sharks
continued from page 16
that opportunity after lie was taken 
down by Cdiristian F.hrhoff skating 
toward tlie net with tlie puck.
Sergei Zubov, whose turnover 
led to San Jose's short-handed goal 
in the first period, made amends m 
the first innuite of the third when 
he tied the game at 1 with Ins shot 
from the top of the riglit circle.
rhe Stars began the third pe­
riod on a power play, and 35 sec­
onds later had a two-man advan­
tage when Hhrhoff was whistled 
for hooking Brenden Morrow 
when the Stars captain was driv­
ing tovsard the net with the puck. 
On the ensuing goal. Morrow was 
111 front ot Nabokm, providing a 
screen when Zubov rook a pass 
from Kibeiro.
Sharks captain Patrick Marleau, 
alreadv denied a power-play goal 
because of an inadvertent u histle, 
scored a shorthanded goal with 35 
seconds left in the first period.
Zubov, the 15-season veteran 
and two-time Stanley C"up win­
ner, played only his second game 
since mid-January after operations 
to place a screw in a bone in his 
right foot and to repair a sports 
hernia. He had the primary assist 
on Mike Modano’s go-ahead goal 
in a 5-2 victory in Cíame 2, when
su|do|ku
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the Stars scored four goals in the 
third period.
lint with the Stars on the pow­
er play after Joe rhornton’s cross­
checking penalty, Zubov blindly 
passed back to an une.xpecting [ere 
Lehtinen. I'lie puck was instead 
picked up at center ice by Marleau, 
who drove and shot o\’er Turco’s 
left shoulder.
Only 4 minutes into the game, 
and already on a power play, San 
Jose appeared to have an early lead 
when Marleau knocked a loose 
puck past Tiirco. But reteree I )on 
VanMassenhoven sjuickly wavid 
off the score, indicating that he had 
already blown a w histle.
The referee, whose view oi 
the puck from behind the net 
was blocked b\ lurco, who was 
completely extended and on his 
>ide, didn’t realize that the puck 
still hadn't been controlled after 
rhornton's shot. .Marleau poked it 
into the goal, but it didn't count.
Dallas has outscored opponents 
l ‘>-5 111 the third period and over­
time through nine playoff games.
You deserve 
a break.
mustangdaily.net
We’ve got plenty to distract you 
from those textbooks.
JEFFREYD.STLTBERG
AI AW C0RI>0R.AT10\
One mistake
shouldn't cost vou
your summer.
DUI, DRUti CASl-S, DRUNK  
IN in iB U C . M ISDRM LANORS.
& PtR SO N AL INJURY.
Effective, Afforilable, HersonaliYcd l.cgal | 
Rcprtnentation &. Advice in a Confidential Setting j 
Initial consultation is always cunfidentia] & (iree |
8 0 5 -5 4 4 -7 6 9 3
www.stulberg.com • jstulbergt^stulberg.com
CLASSIFIEDS Mustang Daily Classifieds Online and in print! Hww.mustangdaily.net/ classifieds
HELP WANTED
College iTKxJels needed 
College Girls Calendar, Central 
Coast 2(X)9 is kxiking for 
college girls fmm the central 
coa.st to mcxlel in this new 
calendar! If you attend Cal 
Poly or Questa. send an email 
to calendarcolleges^’gmail. 
CGini with name, college, I 
headshot and 2 Ixxly shots 
(don't need to be pmfessional, 
but recent). No ex|X'rience 
required. IX'adline to apply: 
5/18/08 ___
PART-TIME: CAMPUS 
PR()MOTE:R Ureent. $9 hr 
handing out flyers. 
innovativewcbconceptsCo’ 
vahoo.com
^  ^  Big Brothers Big Sisters 
Kids'\a1
Strike it BIG!
Please join us May 16th 
. . * • . , 3-7pm
Mustang Lanes
register at www.slobigs.org 
call 805.781.3226
HELP WANTED
Kids' Summer Camp 
Counselors - The City of 
Morro Bay is hiring 
Counselors for their 
Summer Kids' Camp 
program. This is a part-time 
position. 20-40 hr/wk. 
beginning June 16th and 
runnimi thru August 15th. 
$8.76-9.12^hr. Staff is 
responsible for child 
supervision as well as 
preparation and providing 
age appropriate activities and 
excursions. To apply, contact 
the City of Morro Bay Cg» 
772-6207 or visit our website 
at ww w. morro-bay.ca. us. 
Deadline to apply: 5 '23/08,
AUTO DIRECTORY
CHECK IT  OUT IN  
TODAYS PAPER
M USI AN(;D AIIV .NE:r
HELP WANTED
.Xccount Executive Position 
(newly created)! Cordillera 
owned #1 NBC Station..
COM and CVV has 
immediate opening for self 
starter w ho wants a career 
vs. a job. Must have passion 
for great adv/mkt., driven 
to succeed for your clients, 
yourself and us. Rase plus 
generous commissions, suc­
cessful \ K \  in /r \ /. COM 
Ad Sales can make six 
figures! Offices in San Luis 
Obispo and Santa Maria...
or can he out of Santa 
Barbara. Don't miss this 
timely opportunity. Lmail 
mmcrtens@ksby.com now 
w ith resume and brief cover 
letter.
I Central Coast EV's
2161 Broad S t.,S L 0  
5 9 4 - 0 1 1 0
HELP WANTED
Make SSS Now! 
DRINKACTPOVVKR.COM
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Unlimited voga classes $90 for 
ay;
546-91 (X). 122"^ArciierSu
i t ci y
90 d vs. Smiling Dog Yoga 
I ^Arcii  
w ww.smilingdogvogaSLO.com
HOUSING
Free List of all Houses and 
Condos Lor Sale in SLO. 
Call Nelson Real E:state 
546-1990 OR email 
steveC« slohomes.com
centra lcoastevs.com  
all electric, all the time!
2 male Cal Poly students 
sec' ihircl person t(' sbir-' > 
bedim 2 bath house in quiet 
SLO neighborhood. Conlac't 
Travis Lee I-S.U-262-(>233.
I .eave name and phone 
number
Run a Classilied Display 
“Mustang Mini"! Contact 
your ad rep at 756-1143
LOST AND FOUND
Lost anything'.’ I’lease 
contact Cal Poly Lost and 
Found in building 70 or at 
805-756-7469.
LOST Prescription glasses! 
Black rims with clear purple 
stripe. Please! you don't 
want me driving without 
them! (510)856-7486
LOST Ford car keys on 
black Brighton ke\ chain. 
Please call Kristina at (916) 
276-23S4
FOUND Spor» " .-j. •
Oiifsiib' all
( S 0 5 ) 4 4 i -o544
FOS F Camera: C'annon 
SD750. C'oniacl Cianci Dong 
(209)629-0192
Lost something'.’ Lost andL.
found ads are free! Send us 
an email at
mustangdailyclassilicdsC«'
gmail.com
mustangdaHy.net
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Mustangs edged by 
use, lose for fourth 
time in five tries
à
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(JSC second baseman Hector Rabago (24) is tagged out Tuesday evening at Baggett Stadium. Cal Poly 
lost 4-3> as all of the Trojans’ runs came in the fifth inning. Cal Poly first baseman Wes Dorrell was 2 
for 4 with three RBI and a home run in defeat. The Mustangs (18'23) host No. 16 Cal at 6 tonight.
Dallas Stars forward Brenden Morrow (10) celebrates teammate Sergei 
Zubov’s goal against the San Jose Sharks in Dallas on Tuesday night.
Stars take 3-0 series 
lead over San Jose
Stephen Hawkins
ASSO( lATEI) PRESS
DALLAS — Thanks to an unlike­
ly goal from Mattias Norstroin, the 
Dallas Stars are one victory shy of 
the Western Conference finals.
Norstroin scored from the top 
of the left circle 4:37 into overtime 
Tuesday night to give the Stars a 2-1 
victory over the San Jose Sharks and 
a commanding 3-0 lead in the best- 
of-seven series.
Sharks goalie Evgeni Nabokov 
had already made several impressive 
saves in the overtime, denying Loui 
Eriksson twice in the first couple of 
minutes. The second shot by Eriks­
son came as he tried to knock in the 
rebound of Brad Richards’ shot that 
the goalie kicked away.
But Nabokov had too many bod­
ies around him and couldn’t see the 
shot by Norstroin, who scored his 
second goal in 49 playoff games. He 
took a pass from Mike Ribeiro and 
slapped it through the traffic and 
into the net.
The last time the Stars had a 3-0 
series lead was in the first round of 
the 1999 playoffs, when they swept 
Edmonton and went on to win the 
Stanley Cup. This is their 16th post­
season series since then.
Dallas can wrap up the series 
Wednesday night at home.
Nabokov stopped 27 shots, in­
cluding Niklas Hagman’s penalty 
shot with 9:10 left in regulation 
when the goalie slid to his left to 
deny the backhander. Hagman got
see Sharks, page 15
Olowolafe to compete with 
Women s National A2 Team
/
Cal Poly middle blocker will be second consecutive 
Mustangs representative on elite training squad
Patrick Barbiéri
MUSTANC; DAILY
Sometimes it pays to be defiant. 
Just ask Dominique Olowolafe.
The middle blocker for the Cal 
Poly women’s volleyball team has a 
“refuse to lose’’ attitude that allowed 
her to shine last season as a fresh­
man.
In late March, Olowolafe landed 
a spot on this year’s United States 
Women’s National A2Team, the elite 
training squad below the women’s 
national team itself.
Olowolafe’s membership marks 
the second consecutive year a Mus­
tang will have graced the team. She’ll 
compete at the USA Adult Open 
Championships, which will be held 
May 24 to May 31 at the Georgia 
World Congress Center in Atlanta.
“It’s really exciting,’’ Olowolafe 
said. “I’m looking forward to playing 
with some of the best collegiate ath­
letes in our nation.’’
Last year Olowolafe earned All- 
Big West Conference Freshman Team 
honors after finishing her initial sea­
son seventh in the Big West with 1.23 
blocks per game.
Add to that an impressive perfor­
mance at the USA National Team try­
out camp in February, and Olowolafe 
all but guaranteed herself a spot on 
this year’s A2 team.
“I tell myself, ‘1 can’t lose,’’’ 
Olowolafe said. “I’m always trying 
to beat the odds and go against the 
gram.’’
Last year. Mustangs opposite Kylie 
Atherstone was part of the A2 team.
Atherstone, now entering her 
senior season, was invited back this 
year, but has declined to attend, say­
ing she didn’t expect to be called 
back a second time and thus didn’t 
prepare for the two weeks off from 
school needed to play in May.
“When 1 got the invite to return 
this year, it was a big surprise,’’Ather­
stone said. “I wasn’t able to talk to my
teachers and prepare for it in advance. 
But it’s an honor to get invited back. 
Last year it was so much fun.’’
Olowolafe, however, will definite­
ly be attending.
“I’m ecstatic,” she said.“A2 is such 
an awesome pmgram.”
Originally from Lansing, Mich., 
Olowolafe started playing volleyball 
in middle school at the suggestion 
of a teacher who told her she was 
“made for it.”
Despite the challenges of balanc­
ing school with sports, Olowolafe en­
joys the discipline required to excel.
“It’s definitely hard — I don’t 
have a lot of free time,” Olowolafe 
said. “But I work better that way. I 
like the structure.”
After competing on the A2 team, 
Olowolafe hopes next year she will 
make the national team and compete 
overseas during the off-OIympic sea­
son.
Her dream is to one day compete 
in the Olympics.
“Sometimes when people don’t 
believe in you, you have to believe in 
yourself,” she said. “You have to be­
lieve that you can do it.”
/
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Cal Poly middle blocker Dominique Olowolafe (1), shown against 
Pacific on Oct. 26, made the all-conference freshman team in 2007.
